We searched the literature to obtain a complete list of known Class 0 sources. A list of 95 confirmed or candidate objects was compiled. To the best of our knowledge, all published broad-band observations from 1 µm to 3.5 mm have been collected and are assembled in a catalogue. These data were used to determine physical properties (T bol , L bol , L smm /L bol , M env ) and for a uniform classification. 50 sources possess sufficient observational data and are classified as Class 0 or Class 0/1 objects. The source properties are compared with different evolutionary models to infer ages and masses, and their correlations are investigated. About 25% of the sources are found to be in a quiet accretion phase or possess a significantly different time evolution of the accretion rate than the average. In Taurus, with its isolated star formation mode, this seems especially to be the case.
Introduction
Protostars begin their life soon after the collapse of their parental cloud core begins. Such stellar embryos have masses of less than 10 −2 M ⊙ (Larson (2003)) and are deeply embedded in a dense and massive envelope of gas and dust. The central object grows in mass by accreting material from this envelope either by direct infall or via a flattened circumstellar disc. As long as the central object is less massive than the surrounding envelope it is called a Class 0 object. Otherwise it is a Class 1 protostar. Since this mass ratio is not directly observable, other criteria have to be adopted for a classification. André et al. (2000) defined three observational properties needed to classify an object as a Class 0 source: (i) an internal heating source (compact centimeter radio continuum) or bipolar outflow as an indication of a central young stellar object; (ii) extended and centrally peaked sub-millimeter continuum emission, indicating the spheroidal envelope; (iii) a high ratio of sub-millimeter to bolometric luminosity (L smm /L bol > 0.005), with L smm measured longward of 350 µm. It is shown in André et al. (1993) that this last criterion is equivalent to the mass ratio of the envelope and the central star being larger than one.
Other authors use the bolometric temperature (T bol ) instead of L smm /L bol (e.g. Chen et al. (1995a; 1997) use T bol < 70 K).
The Class 0 stage can be characterised as the main mass accretion phase, in which the forming star gains the bulk of its final mass. This process is not yet well understood. How does the mass accretion rate depend on the age and the properties of the cloud, and is it governed by turbulence or ambipolar diffusion? What is the lifetime of the Class 0 sources? How are the source properties connected to the molecular outflow, that is inevitably driven by these objects? The answers to these questions will finally help us to understand the feedback of the star formation process to the surrounding molecular cloud and the initial mass function.
To seriously address these questions we need a large, homogeneously classified sample of these very young protostellar objects. Several samples have been compiled in the recent years (e.g. Chen et al. (1995a) , André et al. (2000) , Shirley et al. (2000) , Motte & André (2001) ). All these works have specific problems: (1) they concentrate only on a limited number of sources; (2) different criterias for classification of Class 0 objects are used; (3) only parts of the available observational data are considered.
The first step to obtain a large, homogeneously classified sample of Class 0 sources is a complete search of the literature for such objects. Here we present an as far as possible complete list of the youngest known protostars to date. We will classify them by means of their spectral energy distribution (SED) using all (to the best of our knowledge) published broad-band photometric data. We derive basic properties of these sources (T bol , L bol ). The sub-mm data are used to estimate envelope masses (M env ) and sub-mm slopes of the SED (β). By comparing T bol , L bol , and M env with evolutionary models we determine ages and masses of these sources and investigate limitations of the current observational data and evolutionary models. This is of particular interest for forthcoming powerful telescopes like Spitzer and ALMA, which will enable us to improve our knowledge of these sources significantly. Given this expected growth in observational data in the near future, the present catalogue might be quickly outdated. Hence, all the data will be available on a webpage 1 and updated regularly.
In Sect. 2 we introduce the source sample. The method of our data analysis is then put forward in Sect. 3, including a description of the source classification in Sect. 3.2. Finally the results and implications are discussed in Section 4.
Source sample and broad band photometry
To obtain an as far as possible complete list of known Class 0 objects we combined the samples of candidates and sources mentioned in various publications. In particular we combined: (1) sources with T bol < 100 K from Chen et al. (1995a) ; (2) objects with T dust < 100 K from Hurt et al. (1996) ; (3) Class 0 sources listed in Bontemps et al. (1996) ; (4) objects of type CL0 in Saraceno et al. (1996) ; (5) candidates with T bol < 100 K from Chen et al. (1997) ; the source B 35 could not be identified in SIMBAD; (6) Objects with L bol /L smm < 200 in Chini et al. (1997a) with VLA detected counterparts in Reipurth et al. (1999) ; (7) the Class 0 sources in CB 68 and CB 232 mentioned in Huard et al. (1999) ; (8) objects classified as Class 0 in Park et al. (1999) ; (9) all objects listed in André et al. (2000) ; (10) Class 0 sources in Shirley et al. (2000) ; (11) (2000)), IC 348 MMS (Eislöffel et al. (2003) ), NGC 7538 S ), and MonOB1 IRAS12 S1 (Wolf-Chase et al. (2003) ). All investigated sources with their positions, adapted distances, and references are listed in Appendix A in Table 3 . This table will be only available in electronic form and lists the object name used in this paper and other common names of the sources.
Sources in the combined sample were identified by their position in the SIMBAD database in order to avoid confusion due to unclear or conflicting nomenclature. A search in the related publications given by SIMBAD for the sources was performed and to our best knowledge all available broad-band photometric data were extracted. We restricted the search for data ranging from the near infrared (NIR) to wavelengths shorter than 3.5 mm. At longer wavelengths the emission of the envelope might be a combination of dust continuum and free-free emission from the central source and may influence the analysis of the envelope properties. NIR and mid-infrared detections with brightness given in magnitudes were converted into Jansky using flux zero-points of Wamsteker (1981) . In case of non-existing NIR detections in the literature we searched the 2MASS catalogue. If the source was not detected by 2MASS, we determined an upper limit (the faintest flux in the 2MASS catalogue within 200 ′′ of the source).
Data analysis

Basic parameters
The observed SEDs have to be characterised in order to be able to compare them and learn about the object properties. We computed T bol following the method described in Chen et al. (1995a) . This is the temperature of a black body, which posseses the same mean frequency as the respective source. The bolometric luminosity is determined by integrating the SED and adapting a distance. Note that L bol might be underestimated by this method, when the emission maximum is not well covered (no data from 100 to 350 µm). We compute the ratio of bolometric to submm (λ > 350 µm) luminosity. This ratio is used in the source classification (see Sec. 3.2) .
The mean spectral index α was determined by a powerlaw fit to fluxes measured longward of 400 µm. α is converted to the powerlaw index of the dust emissivity (assuming optically thin emission) by β = α-2. The powerlaw fit allows for a uniform determination of the flux density at 1.3 mm, even if the object was not observed at this wavelength. The fluxes are scaled to a distance of 300 pc and transformed into envelope masses by M env = 1.5 M ⊙ * F (2001)). We used a dust opacity at 1.3 mm of 0.01 cm 2 g −1 and a dust temperature of 24 K for all objects. A lower dust temperature of 15 K, as e.g. suggested by Motte & André (2001) for the Taurus sources, would lead to envelope masses which are a factor of 1.6 higher.
The data for some sources are inhomogeneous. Different aperture sizes are used at different wavelengths. To ensure a consistent treatment of the data for all sources, datapoints were selected or excluded manually before the determination of the source properties. In Table 4 (Appendix B, available online only) we list datapoints not used for the determinations, together with further notes. The obtained parameters for all our sources are listed in Table 1 . This table is divided in three sections. First we list all sources where the SED is very well sampled and all parameters can be determined accuratly. The second part contains sources where the SED is only well determined on one side of the peak and for the other side only upper limits (e.g. VLA 1623) or very few data (e.g. CB 232) are available, hence mostly limits for the source properties could be derived. In the last part we list sources that have very insufficient data and where at best only β and M env or a lower limit for L bol can be deterimed. The objects Trifid-TC 3, GF 9-2, and IC 348 MMS are not listed in this table since none of the source properties could be determined.
Source Classification
To classify the investigated objects we conducted three different tests for objects listed in the first two parts of Table 1 . A source was negatively tested to be a Class 0 object when: (1) T bol is larger than 80 K; (2) L smm /L bol is less than 0.005; (3) There is a NIR (λ <5 µm) detection. If all three tests are positive then 
the source was marked as Class 0 object (0). If at least two tests are positive and the third could not be conducted or was negative, then the source is marked as borderline object (0/1). In case of two negative tests the source is classified as Class 1 (1). For all remaining objects a classification cannot be performed and the source is marked by '?'. In principle we further need to test if the object possesses an extended envelope. Hence, we marked all sources with a † symbol, where non or no conclusive sub-mm or millimeter map is available. The lack of such data mostly effects southern hemisphere objects, which anyway could not be properly classified by our tests.
The classification obtained for each source according to these criteria is listed in the last column of Table 1. Positions in the T bol -L bol diagram of all sources properly classified as Class 0 or Class 0/1 can be seen in Fig. 1 together with the T bol -M env positions. In order to obtain a well defined sample with as few as possible selection effects, we excluded sources with distances larger than 500 pc in the diagram.
Evolutionary Models
Bolometric temperature, luminosity and envelope mass are three observational quantities available for these young sources. To investigate physical properties, such as final masses and ages, we need to compare these values with evolutionary models. For the comparison we selected all sources from part one in Table 1 and the objects from part two with a clear classification (0, 0/1, or 1), and where T bol , L bol , and M env could be determined.
There are several evolutionary schemes available in the literature. We use three different models to estimate ages and final masses of our sources. (1) The evolutionary diagram presented in Fig. 12 of Myers et al. (1998) , where the infall rate matches the isothermal sphere infall solution at early times and exponentially declines later. (2) Evolutionary tracks shown in Fig. 6b in André et al. (2000) , where accretion rate and envelope mass decline exponentially. (3) The evolutionary scheme developed by Smith (1998; 2002) , where the mass accretion rate first increases exponentially and then shows a powerlaw fall off.
All of these evolutionary models are subject of shortcommings. They are based on assumptions about the time dependence of the mass accretion rates. While the overall decline with time has substantial observational support (Calvet et al. (2000) ), the particular behaviour is unclear. Analytical and numerical models reproduce both, exponential decline (Shu et al. (2004) ) or well defined early peaks followed by a fall off (Schmeja & Klessen (2004) ). The usage of T bol and L bol as input parameters (Smith (1998; 2002) , Myers et al. (1998) ) will lead to uncertainties since both depend on the viewing angle, in contrast to the envelope mass (André et al. (2000) ), which is inferred from optically thin dust emission. Hence, the absolute values of the determined ages and masses are model dependent but the relative values can be used to put these youngest known protostars in an evolutionary sequence. Calculated ages and final masses from all models are listed in Table 2 .
Discussion
Source classification
We investigated SED's of 95 young protostellar sources. 59 of these objects (60 %) possess sufficient observational data to accurately determine all properties (T bol , L bol , M env ). Out of these, 27 objects could be unambiguously classified as Class 0 object, 23 as Class 0/1, and 9 as Class 1 protostars (according to our definition). There is a remaining relatively large number (36 objects; 40 %) where we do not have sufficient information about the SED for a proper classification.
There are two main gaps in the observational data which mean this large fraction could not be classified properly. (1) Only data at wavelengths shorter than the emission maximum and non or only insufficient submm or millimeter observations are available. Hence, only upper limits for T bol and lower limits for L bol can be determined. (2) Only data at wavelengths longer than the maximum and no observations or just upper limits at shorter wavelengths are available. For these objects only β and M env can be estimated properly.
Uncertainties
All determined object parameters are subject to different errors, due to their calculation. The powerlaw index of the opacity is determined from the mean slope of the SED at λ > 400 µm. Using fluxes taken with different aperture sizes to determine β will lead to different results. Estimating β as the mean slope ensures that for each object a 'mean' aperture size for the (sub)mm data is used. Typical errors of the estimated values are 0.3.
The luminosity is determined by integrating the SED and adopting a distance. An error of 20% for the distance (a typically value for most of the objects with d < 500 pc) leads to 40% uncertainty for the luminosity. Also the luminosity might be underestimated when the SED is not well sampled at the emission peak, or when huge parts of the SED are only described by upper limits (e.g. VLA 1623 or HH 24 MMS). Additional uncertainties are expected in cluster regions, where current far-infrared instruments do not possess sufficient angular resolution to separate individual sources (e.g. SVS 13 B). Non-detections or observations in the NIR or at millimeter wavelength have almost no influence, since most energy is radiated near the emission maximum. All together the determined source luminosities are uncertain by about 50% in most cases.
For the bolometric temperature, datapoints at short wavelengths are important. In the case of well sampled SEDs from the NIR to the sub-mm, T bol can be determined with about 5 to 10 K accuracy. In the case of upper limits in the NIR, the same accuracy applies as long as the limits are at least 5-6 orders of magnitude lower than the flux at the maximum of the emission. Note that the sources classified as Class 0/1 have typically NIR detections 4-5 orders of magnitude below the emission maximum, while for the Class 0 sources we find typical non-detections 5-7 orders of magnitude below the maximum. In case of 'bad' NIR limits the uncertainty in T bol can well exceed 10 K. Hence for our Class 0 sources the temperatures are accurate to 10 K, while for the Class 0/1 objects they are certain to 20 K. Note that for older sources (Class 0/1 or Class 1) viewing angle effects might become important. They lead in case of edge-on sources to underestimates of T bol and L bol . Subsequently the L smm /L bol ratio is overestimated, influencing the source classification.
The envelope mass is also subject of various sources of errors. Beside the problems with measuring the fluxes in different apertures, the distance is used in the determination. Further the applied dust opacities are uncertain by a factor of two (e.g. Motte & André (2001)), and the dust temperatures are not very well known. Hence, the masses might suffer from errors of a factor of three.
How do these errors influence inferred ages and masses? The models of Smith (1998; 2002) and Myers et al. (1998) use T bol and L bol as main input parameter. In both cases the error in the measured luminosity leads to uncertainties of about a factor of two for the estimated final masses. Errors in T bol will transform into age uncertainties which are about 30%. The model of André et al. (2000) uses the envelope masses as input. Hence inferred final masses are uncertain by a factor of three and estimated source ages are uncertain by a factor of two. Note that these uncertainties do not take into account systematic errors due to the various assumptions made in the different evolutionary models.
Distribution of source parameters
To investigate the statistical properties of the obtained Class 0 sample, we restrict all the following discussions to sources classified as Class 0 or Class 0/1 objects within 500 pc.
The power-law index of the opacity is evenly distributed from 0.0 to 2.0 with a broad maximum between 0.5 and 1.5. For our sources T bol ranges from 30 to 90 K, where the 90 K limit is due to our classification criterion for Class 0 sources. The number of sources gradually rises from 30 to 70 K and falls off at higher temperatures. One expects a rising (or at least constant) number of sources towards higher temperatures, because with higher temperature an increased age and a slower evolution in temperature is predicted by the models. Hence, the T bol distribution shows that there are missing objects in our sample in this temperature range. This might be due to a classification of these objects as Class 1 protostars and reflect the fact that sources with the same bolometric temperatures are not necessarily in the same evolutionary state. The distribution of L bol corresponds very well with the mass function (see below), due to the assumptions in the evolutionary models. Similarly the distribution of M env shows a peak at about one solar mass. At lower masses our sample certainly suffers from incompleteness. The L smm /L bol ratio shows a broad distribution between 0.01 and 0.1. Only very few larger values are found (IRAM 04191, L 1448 NW).
We further investigated if the source properties are correlated. There is no correlation between the dust opacity β and the parameters T bol and L bol (correlation coefficients (c.c.) -0.034 and -0.102). A weak correlation (c.c. -0.412) is found between β and M env , but this is due to a few high envelope mass sources. Also T bol is not correlated with L bol and M env (c.c. 0.149 and -0.219). On the other hand the envelope mass shows a correlation with the bolometric luminosity (c.c. 0.660). This correlation indicates that objects with more massive envelopes possess a higher luminosity and hence higher accretion rates.
The different evolutionary models
Due to the different model assumptions about the time evolution of the mass accretion rates, all three investigated evolutionary models lead to different values for ages and final star masses. The ages especially are very model dependent. We investigate if there are correlations between the inferred values for age and final mass for the different evolutionary models in our Class 0 and Class 0/1 sample.
On first sight the ages differ significantly between the models. Ages from Myers et al. (1998) are much larger than usually assumed for Class 0 sources (a couple of 10 4 yrs). In the model of André et al. (2000) the evolution in the first 10000 yrs is very fast, and hence the inferred ages are on average very small (< 10 4 yrs). However, there is a weak correlation between the ages inferred from the model of Smith (1998; 2002) and Myers et al. (1998) (c.c. 0.425) . Comparing the models from André et al. (2000) with Myers et al. (1998) and Smith (1998; 2002) we find no correlation (c.c. 0.143, 0.263).
The predicted final masses are much more important than the ages, since the mass distribution should represent the observed initial mass function. Here we investigate if the relative masses obtained from the different models are comparable. There are no obvious differences in the inferred masses between the models. The models of Myers et al. (1998) and André et al. (2000) are limited in their mass range (0.3-0.7 and 0.2-3.0 M ⊙ , respectively). We find good correlations between masses obtained from the different models: c.c.=0.676 for Smith (1998; 2002) and Myers et al. (1998); c.c.=0.656 for Smith (1998; 2002) and André et al. (2000) and c.c.=0.771 for Myers et al. (1998) and André et al. (2000)).
The Mass Function
The evolutionary scheme by Smith (1998; 2002) allows the comparison of all three main observational quantities (T bol , L bol , M env ) with the model. Also there is no restriction on the final mass as in the other models. Further, the assumed mass accretion rates are very similar to accretion rates obtained by hydrodynamical simulations of star formation (e.g. Klessen (2001), Schmeja & Klessen (2004) ). Hence it is worth to investigate the resulting final mass function obtained for our sources using this model. Certainly the absolute values for the masses are uncertain, but giving the good correlations to the other models (see above), the relative masses, needed to determine the slope in the mass function, are correct.
In Fig. 2 we present the resulting mass function for our sample of Class 0 and Class 0/1 objects within 500 pc. The slope determined for objects with M > 0.5 M ⊙ is -0.9 ± 0.2. Considering the low number of sources, and that no binary correction is done, this is in good agreement with the Salpeter slope of -1.35 measured for the solar neighborhood. We estimate a completeness limit in our sample for objects with final masses below 0.4 M ⊙ .
There is, however, a number of predicted very low mass sources. These are objects where the model of Smith (1998; 2002) seems not to work properly. Looking in detail, we find that the evolutionary scheme of Smith (1998; 2002) can explain the all observed properties (T bol , L bol , M env ) for most of the sources simultaneously. In case of eleven objects, however, the scheme is not working (IRAS 03256+3055, IRAS 03282+3035, B 213, IRAM 04191, L 1448 N, IRAS 04325+2402, IRAS 04368+2557, IRAS 15398-3359, HH 24 MMS, NGC 2068 LBS 17, VLA 1623). These sources possess a much lower luminosity (considering their T bol and M env values) than the average of the objects. There are also three objects where the luminosity is much above the average (NGC 1333-I2, HH 212-MM, L 1641 N). Note that this applies also for the more distant objects L 1246-SMM 1 (luminosity lower) and 
Cep E, IRAS 20050+2720
, and MonOB1 IRAS12 S1 (luminosity higher). For the remaining sources the model explains very well all three observed properties. There are two reasons for this inability to explain the data of all our objects. (1) One might be found in the mass accretion rates obtained by Klessen (2001) and Schmeja & Klessen (2004) . It turnes out that their accretion rates on average show a time evolution similar to the one used in the model of Smith (1998; 2002) . But on short timescales the accretion rate varies significantly from this average. There are periods with lower and higher accretion rates resulting in higher and lower luminosities. Hence, the very low luminosity sources might represent a quiet accretion phase, while the higher luminosity sources represent phases of enhanced accretion. (2) A second reason might be that these sources do not accrete their mass in the same way. Hence, the mass accretion rate shows a signifficantly different evolution in these objects.
In case of the latter, this suggests two different groups of sources. 'Normal' sources, possessing accretion rates similar to that obtained by Schmeja & Klessen (2004) , and 'abnormal' sources showing on average lower luminosities/accretion rates, considering their T bol and M env values. Note that viewing angle effects could be responsible for some of these objects. These low luminosity sources might represent objects where ambipolar diffusion dominates the accretion process instead of turbulence. A detailed analysis and discussion of this subject can be found in Froebrich et al. (2004) .
The different Star Forming Regions
Does the star formation process, in particular the time dependence of the mass accretion rate vary with the star forming region or is it a uniform function? Due to the low number of sources a proper statistical analysis of this question is not possible yet. However, in order to see possible trends we chose four regions (Perseus, Taurus, Orion, and Serpens) where we have a sufficient number of confirmed Class 0 or Class 0/1 objects (13, 4, 10, 6, respectively) and compared these regions with the average of all sources.
In our sample of Class 0 and Class 0/1 sources about 25% do not follow the T bol -L bol -M env relation of the majority of our objects. These sources possess much lower luminosities than suggested by their bolometric temperature and envelope mass. Hence, they might be in a phase of lower mass accretion or are gaining their mass in a different way. Perseus reflects the overall average with three out of 13 objects. The same applies for Orion (two out of ten), where we might miss low luminosity objects due to the larger distance. In Serpens all of the six sources show a 'normal' behaviour. This is, according to the small number of objects, still in agreement with the average. Taurus, however, shows a very different picture. Here all four Class 0 or Class 0/1 objects fall into the low luminosity category. Objects showing a 'normal' behaviour should have been easily detected since their higher luminosity. Hence, even if there are just four sources this strongly suggests that in a region of isolated star formation (as in Taurus) the time evolution of the mass accretion rates is different from regions where stars form in clusters (in agreement with previous findings from Henriksen et al. (1997) ). Due to the bad statistics nothing can be said about differences among the clusters.
Conclusions
A literature search for photometric broadband observations of 95 confirmed or candidate Class 0 sources was conducted. To our best knowledge all available broadband photometric data was used to construct SEDs from 1 µm to 3.5 mm. If possible we determined basic properties of the sources (sub-mm slope of the SED, T bol , L bol , L smm /L bol , and M env ). For 59 objects sufficient enough data are available for a proper determination of the source parameters. 27 of these are classified as Class 0, 23 as Class 0/1, and 9 as Class 1 protostars.
To investigate the statistical properties of the obtained sample of very young protostars we used all objetcs within 500 pc which are properly classified as Class 0 or Class 0/1 to determine age and final star mass. Therefor we used three different evolutionary models for protostars from Smith (1998; 2002) , Myers et al. (1998), and André et al. (2000) . Considering the uncertainties in the measured source properties the predicted final star masses from the different models show a good correlation. The absolute ages are, however, very model dependent.
An investigation of the final star masses and the resulting mass function shows a good agreement with the IMF for stars with M > 0.5 M ⊙ . Our obtained Class 0 sample is limited to sources with final masses above 0.4 M ⊙ . A number of objects (25 %) is found that possess a much lower luminosity than the rest of our sample, considering their bolometric temperature and envelope mass. These objects might be in a 'quiet' accretion phase or the time evolution of their mass accretion rate is significantly different from the majority. This might especially be the case in the Taurus star forming region, where all identified Class 0 or Class 0/1 sources belong to this group.
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a Object name used in this paper. Further common names are given in Table 3 . The * markes objects where the SED is is only well determined on one side of the peak and for the other side only upper limits or very few data is available. The * * markes objects with too few observational data to properly estimate even a limit for T bol . b Classification due to the procedure described in Sect. 3.2. In brackets we give as 'y', 'n', or '?' the answers for our three different tests if the object is a Class 0 source. The ending number gives the orders of magnitude between the maximum of the emission and the NIR detection/upper limit.
† Classification uncertain, since non or no conclusive sub-mm or millimeter maps are available. a Object name used in this paper. Further common names are given in Table 3 . The * markes objects where the SED is is only well determined on one side of the peak and for the other side only upper limits or very few data is available. b Classification due to the procedure described in Sect. 3.2. In brackets we give as 'y', 'n', or '?' the answers for our three different tests if the object is a Class 0 source. The ending number gives the orders of magnitude between the maximum of the emission and the NIR detection/upper limit. c Ages and final masses obtained from the evolutionary models of Smith (1998; 2002) , Myers et al. (1998), and André et al. (2000) .
† Classification uncertain, since no or no conclusive sub-mm or millimeter maps are available. Continued on next page In the vicinity (about 1 ′ south-east) of RNO 15 FIR the somewhat older source RNO 15 can be found. Both objects possess about the same brightness and hence flux measurements in large boxes might be influenced by RNO 15. This applies especially for the IRAS data. At 60 and 100 µm there are discrepancies between the IRAS and ISO data. We used the ISO data since they are measured in a slightly smaller aperture.
A. Source Sample
RNO 15
The data at short wavelengths and arround the maximum show a large scatter. This might partly be due to the nearby source RNO 15 FIR and also due to the fact that most of these measurements are taken before 1990 and suffer from large uncertainties. NGC 1333 I1
Here the fluxes given by Sandell et al. (2001) are excluded. They are unreliable because the source is at the edge of their observed field.
IRAS 03256+3055
This source seems to consist of three objects (Young et al. (2003) ). The IRAS position coincides with the weakest of the sub-mm sources. We excluded the fluxes measured in the 120 ′′ apertures. There is a discrepancy between the 800 and 850 µm point. We did not use the 800 µm data from Anglada & Rodríguez (2002) since an unusual β > 3 would be obtained.
NGC 1333 I2
NGC 1333 I2 is a double source consisting of IRAS 2A and 2B with a separation of about 30 ′′ . IRAS 2A is much brighter than IRAS 2B in the sub-mm and hence the fluxes given for both objects are attributed to IRAS 2A.
SVS 13 B
Here it is particular important to have the aperture sizes in which the photometry was obtained, since SVS 13 B is a triple protostellar system. It consists of MMS 1, 2, and 3. While MMS 1 and 2 have about the same brightness, MMS 3 is weaker. There are no data for the single sources at wavelengths shorter than 350 µm. NGC 1333 I4 A This is a double source I4 A1 and I4 A2. I4 A1 is the brighter of the two sources and all the photometric data was attributed to this object. Sandell et al. (2001) were taken in a relatively small aperture and might not include all the emission from the envelope. It was therefore not used. The flux from Rengel et al. (2004) is also excluded since the object is at the border of their map. The large fluxes given from Rebull et al. (2003) are not used since they might be influenced by surrounding emission.
Continued on next page
IRAS 03282+3035
Even though this source seems to be isolated, the fluxes measured in the 120 ′′ box by Sandell et al. (2000) are excluded. HH 211 MM The data from Dent et al. (1998) are taken in an unknown aperture and hence not used.
B 213
We did not use the fluxes measured in a 120 ′′ aperture by Young et al. (2003) since they might by influenced by other surrounding sources. The IRAS 100 µm limit was used as flux. L 1551-IRS 5
Mesurements taken in very small apertures (< 10 ′′ ) were exluded. Also the data taken in the 270 ′′ apertures are not used. L 1551-NE This object is a double source consisting of L 1551-NE A and B. All fluxes are attributed to L 1551-NE A.
IRAS 04325+2402
The measurements arround 800 µm and 1.3 mm do not correspond to each other. We did not use the low values given by Moriarty-Schieven et al. (1994) , since very high values of β (> 3) are needed to explain these data. Also the upper limits given by Barsony & Kenyon (1992) seem to be too low in this context. The 2MASS source is 6 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. L 1527
There is a large scatter in the fluxes taken between 350 µm and 1.3 mm even if they are taken with the same aperture size. We do not use data taken in the 120 ′′ apertures. HH 114 MMS Difficulties occur since the IRAS points are only upper limits at all wavelengths. The 1.3 mm flux given by Chini et al. (1997b) for the whole observed field was exluded. IRAS There is a large scatter in the data at all wavelengths. We did not use the flux of the whole field given by Chini et al. (1997b) . There are two sets of fluxes in the sub-mm data; low and high values. We chose the lower fluxes since they seem to present the better the central source and its envelope. L 1634 IRS 7
The 2MASS source is 3 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. RNO 43-MM The measurement from Chini et al. (1997b) at 1.3 mm for the whole field was excluded. OMC 3-MM6
No data shortward of 100 µm are available. The 185 µm point taken in a 3 ′ aperture was not used. All the fluxes below 200 µm seem to be anomolous due to the large apertures. OMC 3-MM9
There is no IRAS detection. The 2MASS source is 6.6 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. OMC 3-MM7
The upper limit at 100 µm in the IRAS catalogue seems to be too small compared to the other data. The 2MASS source is 3.5 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. L 1641 N The 2MASS source is 7 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. HH 1-2 MMS 2
There is a large scatter in the 1.3 mm data. We used only the flux measured in the 8.5
′′ aperture. L 1641 VLA 1
The scatter in the measurements is very large. We did not use the huge 1.3 mm flux. The 2MASS source is 4.3 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. These are several (at least four) sources. Also there are no sub-mm data. The ISO data represent the object MMS 4, while the IRAS source might include all objects (MMS 1, 2, 3, and 4). The ISO data were used and the IRAS points are excluded. The 2MASS source is 6 ′′ away from the coordinates adopted here. The 120 ′′ aperture measurments are excluded.
Continued on next page
a Object name used in this paper. Further common names are given in Table 3 .
